Forecasting Tourist Arrival in the Province of Surigao del Sur, Philippines using Time Series Analysis
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Abstract— The study attempted to forecast the number of tourist arrival in the province of Surigao del Sur using the historical monthly tourist arrival data from 2012-2016 using three time series. Findings showed that the tourist arrival in the province is likely to be increasing. As more foreign and local tourist arrivals are expected as a result of forecast model. Furthermore, it showed that there was a long term increasing trend of the tourist arrival in the province. Results revealed that the Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) of the forecasted tourist arrival data yielded an error of 11% which means that predicted data is closer to the actual data. Based on the findings of the study, the researcher recommends that this study can be adapted by other Tourism Office of CARAGA, Philippines.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The tourist arrival in the province of Surigao del Sur, Philippines faces many challenges to retain its top position as one of the main tourist destinations in Mindanao. A drop by 16.9 percent to 45,691 in 2013 from 54,998 in 2012 was observed that affected the local tourism industry. One of the compelling reasons was due to the different typhoons that hit the province particularly in the year 2013 [1]. Another reason that affected the demand for tourist arrival was due to the internal policies of resort owners regarding tour packages. They did not want that tourists to avail the said packages from the local folks serving at a lower price. Although there was an increased number of tourist arrival from 2013 to 2016, however, a drop of 5 percent was again recorded in 2017 due to the declaration of Martial Law by President Rodrigo Duterte [2]. Surigao del Sur is one of the provinces of CARAGA Region blessed with stunning natural wonders and a lot of tourist attractions which is slowly carving a name in the tourism industry on this side of the country. It has two cities and 17 municipalities nearly all are situated in the coastal vicinities with Tandag as its capital. It has three major attractions. Tinuy-an Falls, known as the little “Niagra Falls of the Philippines,” Enchanted River, a placid blue water which allows viewing of beautiful fishes underneath and Britania Islets which are endowed with pristine white beaches and crystal clear blue waters teeming with coral and marine life.

The significant increase of tourist arrival from 2013 to 2016 is an indication of healthy tourism industry in the province. However, resort owners do not have the correct procedure for estimating the monthly tourist arrivals which sometimes leads to poor customer services and even bankruptcy. Thus, there is a need to forecast the foreign and local tourist arrivals so that the projected figure could be a basis for proper scrutiny and planning. This can aid in catering their needs regarding hotel accommodations, food preparations, recreational and other activities related to tourism industry. Moreover, this figure could also be used to encourage social, economic and physical development in the province [3]. Hence this study attempted to predict the tourist arrivals in the province of Surigao del Sur, Philippines.

II. REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This section presents the review of related literature of the study which is derived from articles, journals, paper and dissertation through a review made by the researcher. The framework of this study employs time series analysis in predicting tourists arrival using historical monthly data from 2012 to 2016. The tourism industry development has been the main provider to improve related economic activities all over the U.S. and the world as well. It has generated job in small and large societies, and it is the main business in several places. It is the leading financial activity in several societies. However, the importance of tourism industry to society is not extensively implicit. Majority of people
Tourism industry is significant to people since it is the main job producer as a labor-accelerated industry. For one, the tourism and travel business is composed of 1.4 million jobs which account for 4.1% of employment in the financial system of the Philippines. Tourism is a major dollar earner. Former Tourism Secretary Jimenez described the Philippines as one of the best-ranked destinations by the World and Trade Tourism Council. It is ranked 67 among 184 nations, signifying that tourism industry is one of the main sources of income in the Philippines.

The same committee said visitors from other countries spent P256-B in 2014 here characterizing 69% of the country. Tourism openly provides work for 4.9 million Filipinos comprising roughly 11% of the overall employment not including the meandering workforce in the food and drink providers to the business. Thus, tourism industry is the fifth major firm business. Moreover, tourism industry is ranked also as the third leading dollar collecting industry next to the Business Process Outsourcing (BPO).

There have been different forecasting methodologies used by the researchers in the past. Some of these techniques were ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average), Neural Networks, Regression Analysis, SARIMA (Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average), and Exponential Smoothing and Time Series Analysis. These techniques are potential tools to determine the tourist arrival behavior in Surigao del Sur. [6] tried to model the tourist arrival in Nepal using the monthly time series data from 1991 to 2011 using Seasonal Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (SARIMA). [3] attempted to quantify and evaluate the capability of prediction with ARIMA and ARFIMA models, Exponential Smoothing, using R Language. [10] Stated that the time series models had been extensively utilized in tourism demand prediction in the past with the influence of the integrated autoregressive moving-average models.

Although it was found from the cited studies that SARIMA model was the best model to forecast tourist arrivals. Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is one of the bases in measuring its accuracy. In that study, MAPE was 9.38 percent [6]. This implies that the model used is somewhat less accurate. Forecasting accurate tourism demand enhances the effectiveness of businesses sector, strengthen economies and augment earnings of the people [11].

[12] Discussed in their study that a model which can do temporary predictions on tourist arrivals and can measure macroeconomic shocks from the origin country could be a good approach to forecasting future tourism demand. Another operating model can also be offered by ARIMA which exceeds exponential smoothing models in a one year forecasting out of sample forecasts.

In particular, time series analysis predicts tourist arrivals by considering past patterns. Numerous researches have been published in the field of tourists arrival in current years. Administrators usually adopt policies that are scientifically developed and thus maintain viability [13]. In the case of tourism, the sector provides considerably to the trade and industry of many countries and regions.

[14] Even sided with the science of forecasting because it is so important. This is also supported by [15] who associate
planning and forecasting as fundamental of rational decision-making. The same is true when it comes to tourism, the need to plan requires the need to obtain reliable future events, thus the need to forecast tourist arrival.

**System Architecture**

This section outlines the essential elements which serve how the monthly tourist arrival is forecasted. Historical Monthly tourist arrival data is collected from 2012 to 2016 from the office of Provincial Tourism in Surigao del Sur. Moving Average is applied in order to smooth the data. This is the second stage of forecasting the data. The third box is extracting seasonal and irregular data component. This means that peak and lean season on the arrival of tourist is being computed and extracted out from the baseline which is the moving average. This next box is getting the seasonal index. Since the researcher is forecasting tourist arrival by month and there are twelve months in a year. It means that there are also twelve seasonal index that must be computed for one year. The next step is to deseasonalize the data. This is done by dividing the original data which is the monthly tourist arrival by the seasonal index. The next step is finding the trend component of the tourist arrival using simple linear regression. Simple Linear Regression is used in order to determine if there is a trend that exists based on the characteristics of the data. The seventh box is applying the multiplicative decomposition model. Once the trend is already calculated, the monthly tourist arrival forecasted is calculated using multiplicative Decomposition model.

**III. THE MATERIAL AND METHOD**

This section includes the research design, tools, and techniques in gathering necessary data and proper statistical treatment to attain appropriate results and findings.

A. **Research Design**

The study employed the time series analysis as a tool in forecasting the tourist’s arrival in the province of Surigao del Sur. The researcher aimed at gathering accurate historical monthly tourist arrival data that will be used to predict tourists’ arrival using a Time Series Analysis. Its generated output was used for some statistical calculations. There were no more research respondents and questionnaires developed since the study used the secondary data.

Time series plots can tell blueprints such as trends, random, period or cycles, level shifts, combination of patterns or unusual observations. A time series model describes a variable related to its own history and a random disorder term. Specific consideration is paid to investigating the historical patterns and trends (such as seasonality) of the time series involved, and to forecast the future of this series found on the patterns and trends identified in the model. Because time series models only need historical knowledge of a variable, it is reasonable in model estimation and data gathering [16].

It is also important to consider the accuracy of the forecasting model. The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) is gauge of the forecasting precision of the Time Series Analysis. Thus, the lesser the MAPE means, the more accurate the forecasting model is. Hence the primary focus of this study is to forecast the tourist arrival will be using time series analysis with a higher accurate level and with a lesser percentage error [17].

The moving-average technique is not only helpful in smoothing a time series to see its trend. It is the fundamental technique utilized in computing the seasonal fluctuation. The moving-average approach simply smooths the variations in the data. This is achieved by moving the arithmetic mean values through the time series model. In applying the moving-average approach to a time series model, the data must follow a kind of linear trend and have a specific rhythmic pattern of variations. On the other hand, time linear regression is a basic and commonly used type of predictive data analysis. In particular, the concept of linear regression is to check whether a set of predictor variables do a right job in forecasting an outcome variable.

B. **Research Locale**

The study was conducted in the Province of Surigao del Sur as shown in Figure 2. The province of Surigao del Sur is found in the CARAGA region in the eastern part of Mindanao. Tandag city is its capital town and borders Davao Oriental to the south, Agusan del Norte and Agusan del Sur to the west, and Surigao del Norte to the north. It is positioned at the eastern shore of Mindanao facing the Philippine Sea. The province is terrestrially situated on the Northeastern shore of Mindanao facing the Pacific Ocean. The province consists of two cities and 17 municipalities nearly all of which are found in the coastal areas. These municipalities are partitioned into 314 barangays and have two legislative districts.

Presented in Figure 2 is the map of the Province of Surigao del Sur, Philippines and its neighboring Region in CARAGA in which monthly tourist arrival was collected from the year 2012 up to 2016.
C. Data Collection

The researcher asked the assistance of the Provincial Tourism office in data gathering. The municipal tourism office had provided a copy of historical tourist arrivals to the Provincial Tourism Office they gathered from their respective tourist spots thus maintaining the accuracy and the integrity of the data being collected by the researcher. Furthermore, the Provincial Tourism office has all the records of tourists’ activities from the different tourist spots in the whole province of Surigao del Sur, Philippines.

Forecasting of tourist arrivals requires a higher frequency of data such as daily, monthly and even quarterly to analyze the movement of data. The researcher has chosen the monthly tourists’ arrival since this frequency will best provide the possibility of modeling and forecast the variation pattern or the trend of tourists’ arrival.

The Provincial Tourism Office used the monthly tourist arrival in a year. This means that every year, there were twelve (12) sets of tourists’ data. By gathering tourist’s arrival data from 2012-2016, a chronological record of the tourism visits found available thus historical time series of data. Moving average was applied as part of pre-processing technique because tourists arrival data followed a linear trend and had a specific fluctuation pattern. This technique was utilized to smooth a time series tourists arrival data to see the trend.

D. Statistical Tools

The historical monthly tourist arrival data from 2012-2016 was collected and analyzed using the Moving-average method and Time Linear Regression which are part of a Time Series Analysis. The moving-average method is not only helpful in leveling a time series; it is the basic method used in measuring the seasonal fluctuation. Time Linear regression was used to determine if there is a trend that exists based on the characteristics of the historical tourist arrival data in the form of

\[ arrival = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Time} + \varepsilon \]
It can be observed that tourist arrival dropped by 16.9 percent to 45,691 in 2013 from 54,998 in 2012. Figures went up from 45,691 in 2013 to 69,566 in 2014 or at an increase of 34.3 percent. It continued to increase to about 5.36 percent in 2015 with a total of 73,509 arrivals recorded. In 2016, 81,953 tourist arrival was recorded or at an equivalent increase of 10.3 percent. The increasing trend of the tourist arrival in the province could be attributed to the continued effort of the Office of Tourism to promote the different tourist spots of Surigao del Sur through promotional items, advertisement in local newspapers and social media. The government of Surigao del Sur is also trying its best to improve the roads that connect to these major tourist destinations such as Laswitan Lagoon, Britania Islands, Enchanted River, and Tinuy-an Falls. The historical data showed that there was indeed a time trend effect on the series when simulated using the forecasting model.

Moreover, there is a statistical linear effect on the data. Since all the components of the time series is evident in the data, the researcher had applied a time series forecasting model. Historical monthly tourist arrival data is collected from 2012 to 2016 from the office of Provincial Tourism in Surigao del Sur, Philippines.

C. Test for Significance of Regression

Simple Linear regression is used in order to determine if there is a trend that exists based on the characteristics of the data. Using the data for tourism arrival the forecast model using time linear is

\[ arriva l = 3533 + 52.6time^* \]

The result of testing is done by comparing the actual number of tourist arrival from 2012 to 2016 with the result of the forecasted value for the said years. The overall forecast tourist arrival data from the time series model yielded an error of 11% using MAPE. For example in the month of January 2016, its actual tourist arrival data is 3,537 and its the forecast data is 3,725. MAPE is computed by subtracting projected data from the actual data and dividing it by the actual data. This yields a 5.3 % error for that particular period. Getting the forecasting error is important because it implies the accuracy of the model being used in the study.

D. Quantifying Tourist Arrival in Local Economy of Surigao del Sur

All seasonal and irregular components of the same month from 2012 to 2016 are then consolidated by finding its average. Then deseasonalized data was computed by dividing the average seasonal index to the actual data. After getting the deseasonalized data, trend can already be calculated using simple linear regression. Time linear regression used able to determine trend on the characteristics of the data.

The result showed that the actual data from the month of January in 2012 which is 2,014 tourist arrivals is closer to the forecast data for that period which is 2,199. It has a MAPE error of 9.22 percent. The reason for the increase of tourist arrival aside from the scenic tourist spots in the province is due to the continued advertisements of both the resort owners and the Office of Tourism in radio, newspapers and social media. In order to develop a forecasting model, it is important to consider the behavior of data whether it is stationary or non stationary. Since all the components of the time series is evident in the data, the researcher had applied a time series forecasting model.
October, November, and December. This is because there was an unexpected dropped of tourist arrival in that period due to typhoons Vinta and Zoraida that hit the province in that period.

Figure 4 and Figure 5 also show also the forecast tourism demand in both foreign and domestic from 2012 to 2016.

Table 2 and Figure 6 showed the Five (5) year monthly forecast of the number of tourist arrival from 2017 to 2021. It is evident that by 2021, there would be 1,365 foreign tourists and 119,445 local tourists or a total of 120,910 tourists who are expected to visit the province of Surigao del Sur.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Foreign</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>88,109</td>
<td>88,957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>95,043</td>
<td>96,975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1,105</td>
<td>103,777</td>
<td>104,882</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1,238</td>
<td>111,611</td>
<td>112,849</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>1,365</td>
<td>119,445</td>
<td>120,910</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 showed the top 3 countries where foreign tourists came from who visit the province of Surigao del Sur. It can be observed that China is the leading country of origin of tourists visiting the province. USA and Australia followed next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Arrival</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

The study was able to predict the number of tourist arrival in the province of Surigao del Sur. It generated a graphical presentation of the actual historical monthly tourist arrival data and the projected tourist arrival data from year 2012 to 2016. It was also able to forecast both the foreign and domestic tourist arrival from 2017 to 2021.

Time Series Analysis, moving average method and multiplicative decomposition model are effective forecast technique to determine tourist arrivals. The Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) which is 11.0% only showed that forecasting tourist arrival data is closer to the actual data and therefore the model used in forecasting is accurate.

VI. RECOMMENDATION

The researcher would like to recommend that this study can be adapted by other Tourism Offices not only in CARAGA but also in other provinces throughout the Philippines as basis for their development plan. Resort owners can also use the forecasting tool to help them forecast the arrival of their guests in both foreign and domestic in the years to come. The forecast data could be a basis for proper planning that will improve their services particularly in the accommodation and preparation of food. Other statistical models can also be incorporated to the existing model to improve the model accuracy.
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